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Hyperspectral radiance measurements in the oxygen A band are sensitive to the ver-
tical distribution of atmospheric scatterers, which in principle allows to retrieve aerosol
height from future instruments like TROPOMI, OCO2, FLEX, and CarbonSat. Dis-
cussed in this paper is a fast and flexible forward operator for the simulation of hy-5
perspectral radiances in the oxygen A band and, based on this scheme, a sensitivity
study about the inversion quality of aerosol optical thickness, aerosol mean height, and
aerosol type. The forward operator is based on a lookup table with efficient data com-
pression based on principal component analysis. Linear interpolation and computation
of partial derivatives is performed in the much smaller space of expansion coefficients10
rather then wavelength. Thus, this approach is computationally fast and at the same
time memory efficient. The sensitivity study explores the impact of instrument design
on the retrieval of aerosol optical thickness and aerosol height. Considered are signal
to noise ratio, spectral resolution, and spectral sampling. Also taken into account are
surface inhomogeneities and variations of the aerosol type.15
1 Introduction
Multiple fields of research can benefit from an accurate and reliable aerosol height
product. Among others are atmospheric sciences, where aerosol vertical distribution
and interaction with clouds and radiation is discussed (e.g. Chin et al., 2009; Lohmann
and Feichter, 2005) as well as long range aerosol transport (e.g. Betzer et al., 1988;20
Andreae, 1983) and source attribution (e.g. McConnell et al., 2007; Clarke and Noone,
1985), human health (e.g. Nel, 2005; Harrison and Yin, 2000; Seaton et al., 1995) and
pollution studies (e.g. McMichael et al., 2003; Pöschl, 2005), and in remote sensing
of the atmosphere, where its effect on the retrieval of total aerosol optical thickness is








































LIDAR measurements (e.g. using EARLINET Amodeo et al., 2007), airborne ex-
periments (e.g. Zieger et al., 2007), or balloon ascends (e.g. Rosen et al., 1975) can
be used to derive aerosol vertical profiles on local scales, while the backscatter LI-
DAR CALIOP onboard the satellite CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2009) is currently the only
instrument which provides information on a global scale. A limitation of CALIPSO mea-5
surements is their sparse spatial and temporal resolution (Winker et al., 2010; Amiridis
et al., 2013), which could be improved drastically by deriving aerosol height directly
from passive imaging instruments.
Attempts to use the oxygen absorption bands for an aerosol height retrieval (e.g.
Gabella et al., 1999; Koppers et al., 1997; Corradini and Cervino, 2006; Pelletier et al.,10
2008; Sanghavi et al., 2012; Frankenberg et al., 2012; Kokhanovsky and Rozanov,
2010) or cloud top height retrieval (e.g. Heidinger and Stephens, 2000; Preusker and
Lindstrot, 2009; Fischer and Grassl, 1991; Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004) have
been published in the past. For a case study, Dubuisson et al. (2009) and Duforêt
et al. (2007) exploited MERIS and POLDER data to derive aerosol height over oceans15
from reflectance ratios of channels inside and outside the O2A band. Sanghavi et al.
(2012) discussed to use the O2A and O2B band to derive aerosol vertical distribution
from SCIAMACHY data and applied the technique to a scene above Kanpur (India).
For aerosols over land no operational data product exists to our knowledge, although
hyperspectral measurements within the oxygen A band were and are performed by20
operational instruments such as SCIAMACHY, GOSAT, GOME, and GOME2. However,
it is possible to derive the absorbing aerosol index (Torres et al., 1998; De Graaf et al.,
2005) from such type of instruments, which is among other aerosol parameters also
sensitive to aerosol height, but does not retrieve quantitative aerosol vertical distribution
parameters.25
In the near and not too distant future, hyperspectral measurements within the oxygen
A band will become widely available from instruments such as OCO2 (Haring et al.,
2004; Crisp and Johnson, 2005), TROPOMI (Veefkind et al., 2012), Sentinel-4 (ESA,







































Meijer et al., 2012) missions like FLEX (Clissold, 2008; Rascher et al., 2008; Stoll,
2003) or CarbonSat (Velazco et al., 2011). Operational aerosol height products are at
least planed for TROPOMI onboard the Sentinel 5 precursor (Veefkind et al., 2012;
Sanders and de Haan, 2013) and for the Sentinels 4 and 5 (ESA, 2012). The aim
of these products is to distinguish between aerosols in the planetary boundary layer5
and the free troposphere with desirably estimation of aerosol type, e.g. to constrain
surface concentrations of particulate mater (ESA, 2012). The specifications of these
instruments vary widely with respect to spectral resolution, spatial resolution, temporal
resolution, and signal to noise ratio (SNR); and all mission design parameters might
have an impact on a possible retrieval of aerosol height.10
Sanders and de Haan (2013) discussed the possible retrieval accuracy of aerosol
height by propagating measurement and a priori errors trough a locally linearized ra-
diative transfer model using the framework of optimal estimation by Rodgers (2000).
From the perspective of an operational retrieval, a positive result for the retrieval er-
ror with respect to given user requirements fulfills only a necessary condition. A real15
world retrieval must in addition converge robustly, treat multiple minima in the used
cost function, deal with deviation of the real and the model atmosphere, and needs to
be computationally fast enough to process and possibly reprocess large amounts of
hyperspectral radiance data.
Aim of this paper is to propose and present a fast and efficient forward operator20
based on accurate radiative transfer simulations. It was applied in a simple inversion
scheme, which can represent a generic real world retrieval algorithm. The forward op-
erator is based on a lookup table with efficient data compression based on a prin-
cipal component analysis. Linear interpolation and computation of partial derivatives
is performed in the much smaller space of expansion coefficients, which makes this25
approach computationally fast and at the same time memory efficient.
The fast forward operator is described in Sect. 2 while Sects. 3 and 4 cover the setup
of the sensitivity study and the inversion scheme. The applied instrument error model







































2 Fast forward operator
The following discussion is based on the assumption, that the inversion of radiative
transfer simulations for a complex atmosphere is the most suitable path to retrieve
aerosol height. Radiative transfer simulations numerically map an atmospheric state,
which includes the quantities of interest, with simulated measurements. An inversion5
operator, which could include additional prior knowledge is then used as retrieval. This
assumption is emphasized, since this approach requires in general complex modeling,
is prone to errors, requires precise knowledge about the optical properties of the atmo-
sphere, the surface, and the aerosols, and can be computationally very demanding. To
our best knowledge, no simpler approach exists up to now, as it was found e.g. for fluo-10
rescence emitted by vegetation, which can be retrieved using Fraunhofer lines without
relying on radiative transfer (e.g. Frankenberg et al., 2011; Joiner et al., 2011).
The design of the fast forward operator was mainly driven by considerations about
computational speed on standard computer hardware and simulation accuracy. This
leads either to the use of the radiative transfer model directly as forward model (e.g.15
compare the OCO2 retrieval by Bösch et al., 2006), or to use the classical approach of
a forward operator based on interpolation within a lookup table populated by radiative
transfer calculations. The following discussion could also be based on neural networks,
but the interpolation approach was chosen since its behavior is easier to understand
and does not depend on tuned neural network parameters.20
Using a full scale radiative transfer model as forward operator entails some inherent
advantages, as one does not rely on (linear) interpolation, which can introduce errors
due to the locally nonlinear behavior of solutions of the radiative transfer equation. How-
ever, this approach will always be much more demanding computationally as a simple
lookup table interpolation and thus might be unsuitable for applications on standard25
computer hardware systems. A possible solution is to speed up the radiative transfer,
which in general sacrifices simulation accuracy, which could cancel some of the advan-







































with hyperspectral radiative transfer simulations is computationally expensive. How-
ever, for the case of the oxygen A band, this obstacle can be lifted by exploiting the
high correlation of the spectrum with respect to variations of the atmospheric state.
Natraj et al. (2005) were using principal component analysis to speed up the calcula-
tion of optical parameters for a radiative transfer model, while Hollstein and Lindstrot5
(2013) have presented an approach based on principal component analyses which
can speed up the population of the lookup table by one or more orders of magnitude.
Following the latter approach, a higher speedup is achieved for larger lookup tables.
Hence, the computational aspect of filling up a potentially large lookup table can be
considered as very well under control.10
To summarize this approach: it was shown explicitly for the oxygen A band, that
a comparably small, randomly selected subset of spectra is sufficient to compute a set
of principal components, which can be used to reconstruct the total lookup table, where
the reconstruction accuracy is a function of the randomly selected subset of spectra
and the number of used principal components. Then, Hollstein and Lindstrot (2013)15
presented an algorithm, which makes it possible to compute the expansion coefficients
of a certain spectrum by simulating only a small subset of spectral channels. This
implies, that for the oxygen A band, a relatively small number of spectral channels
is sufficient to reconstruct the hyperspectral simulation, thus leading to an enormous
speedup. This approach makes it feasible to increase the allowed computation time of20
the radiative transfer, e.g. to increase simulation accuracy by using higher vertical and
spatial resolution or by taking 3-D effects into account.
Next to populating the lookup table, its possible huge size can become a major ob-
stacle, especially for hyperspectral applications. As a consequence, the proposed fast
forward operator is also based on principal component analysis. In this way, effective25
data compression is used to reduce the size of the lookup table and also to gain com-
putational speedups for the interpolation within that table.
The approach consists of two tables, one which stores the expansion coefficients







































a second one for the used principal components. Formally: let x ∈Rnx be a state vector
with nx free parameters for the radiative transfer model RT(x) = y ∈Rnλ , where y is the
simulated spectrum and nλ is the number of simulated spectral channels. A generic
lookup table would then consists of a possibly large set with n states: X = (x1, . . . ,xn)
and a related set of simulated spectra Y = (y1, . . . ,yn). Principal component analysis5
can be used to derive a number of np  n principal components pi ∈Rnλ , i = 1, . . . ,np,
which can be combined in the principal component matrix PnP ∈R
nP ×nλ with [PnP ]i j =
[pi ]j . The expansion coefficients for each spectrum ci = P×yi , i = 1, . . . ,n can be com-
puted such that a reconstructed spectrum y˜i can be expressed as y˜i = P
−1 ×ci =
PT ×ci . The matrix PnP is orthogonal since the pi are pairwise orthogonal, such that10
P−1 = PT. The reconstruction residual i = |yi − y˜i |, i = 1, . . . ,n for a single spectrum
yi generally depends on the number of principal components and the reconstructed
spectrum, while the mean reconstruction residual with respect to the total lookup table
 =mean(1, . . . ,n) only depends on the number of principal components.
In general and with proper computation of PnP , both residuals are strongly decreas-15
ing with increasing number of principal components, thus nP can be chosen such that
the mean reconstruction error is sufficiently smaller then the measurement error of
a possible instrument. As a result, the large table Y , which contains simulated spectra
can be replaced by the principal component matrix PnP and a table C = (c1, . . . ,cnl )
with ci = PnP ×yi , which contains only the expansion coefficients for each spectrum20
and is by a compression factor nλ/np smaller than Y .
To save large amounts of computation time, the ci could be computed using the ap-
proach presented by Hollstein and Lindstrot (2013). The lookup table C should be small
enough to fit easily in the main memory of modern PCs. Not only does this approach
save main memory when compared with an uncompressed table, it also saves much25
computation time since the interpolation and computation of partial derivatives can be







































the compression from the principal component analysis is linear, thus compression and
interpolation can be interchanged.
An interpolation scheme IT (X ,C,x) = c in the expansion coefficient space must be
implemented from which the desired interpolated spectrum can be computed by multi-
plying with the principal component matrix:5
y(x) = PTnP × IT(X ,C,x). (1)
This approach can be implemented to be computationally efficient and enables
a simple path to exploit computation on modern GPGPUs. In an initialization step,
the lookup table C must be copied to the memory of the GPGPU, which is the slow-
est part, then very little data transfer is needed since for a single interpolation only10
the two small vectors x and c need to be transferred from and to the main memory,
where the final expansion to the desired spectra could be computed. The spectral res-
olution of the simulations can be adjusted easily and with little extra computational
cost. When the simulations were performed with adequate spectral resolution, it is suf-
ficient to convolve the principal components with the desired response functions to set15
up the forward operator for a different instrument. This is numerically cheap and can
be performed on the fly when the program is called. Similarly, spectral shifts as they
occur e.g. for TANSO-FTS onboard GOSAT can be corrected by convolving the prin-
cipal components with response functions which take the spectral shift into account.
Further speedup in an inversion scheme can be achieved by selecting the number of20
used principal components with respect to the current value of the cost function. In the
first steps of an iterative optimization scheme, it might be sufficient to reconstruct the
spectra using only a few principal components, since it is sufficient to keep the recon-
struction error well below the difference of actual measurement and simulation. The
number of principal components can then be increased with decreasing cost function25







































3 Synthetic study setup
Radiative transfer simulations were performed using the MOMO radiative transfer
model (see Fell and Fischer, 2001; Hollstein and Fischer, 2012) which is a matrix
operator model widely used at Freie Universität Berlin. Gaseous absorption was com-
puted using line parameters from the HITRAN spectral database (Rothman et al., 2009)5
and a modified scheme to compute the k-distribution (Bennartz and Fischer, 2000).
The parameter grid for the lookup table is shown in Table 1. The variation of the at-
mospheric state includes surface pressure, aerosol optical thickness, aerosol mean
height, aerosol type, surface reflectance, and the viewing geometry. The surface re-
flectance spectrum is assumed to be a linear function and is modeled using a re-10
flectance value at 755nm and at 780nm. The normalized aerosol vertical distribution
v(h,µ,σ) with respect to height above the surface h and mean height µ is modeled
using a log normal distribution with a width parameter of σ = 1.1, which represents
a narrow layer-like distribution:
v(h,µ,σ) =
1







As a result of this setup, the analysis is based on the retrieval of a single aerosol layer
when only a single aerosol layer is present. A constant temperature profile is assumed
throughout this discussion, since the actual profile should be given as background
information. Introducing the temperature profile into this framework poses no specific
difficulties and could be easily implemented as proposed by Lindstrot and Preusker20
(2012).
Several randomly selected spectra at three spectral resolutions are shown in Fig. 1.
All spectra within the lookup table were fully simulated and could be used to compute
the principal components, as well as evaluating the reconstruction performance for
a specific set of principal components. The principal component algorithm provided by25







































actual components. The first six components are shown in Fig. 2. Although it is in
general unclear how to attribute specific physical properties to a single component, the
first two components show a clear signature of the general oxygen absorption features
and the linear model of the surface reflectance.
The uncompressed lookup table contains 2 496 000 spectra, each with 4501 chan-5
nels, which is too large to efficiently compute principal components. As shown by Holl-
stein and Lindstrot (2013), this is not necessary, since a randomly selected sub sample
of spectra of sufficient size is feasible to compute principal components which are valid
for the complete lookup table. Since all spectra were fully simulated, it is possible to
test the reconstruction accuracy of the total dataset with respect to the number of used10
principal components.
Figure 3 shows the dependency of the mean of the synthetic signal to noise ratio for
the whole lookup table with respect to the number of used principal components. The
synthetic signal to noise level was defined as:
SNR =mean(yi )/stdev(yi − y˜i ), (3)15
and is used as measure throughout this paper. The results show clearly, that the recon-
struction quality increases strongly with increasing number of principal components.
Also, that a number of ten principal components is sufficient to represent the original
data with a mean synthetic SNR of approximately 1000.
Histograms of the reconstruction error for increasing values of nP are shown in Fig. 4.20
The results clearly show that the reconstruction quality increases dramatically with in-
creasing number of principal components. The histogram for 15 principal components
shows a peculiar dip in the middle of the distribution, which sets this distribution slightly
apart from the other ones, but causes no difficulties since the whole distribution shows
a much better mean reconstruction quality than when using only five principal compo-25
nents. This effect shows that it is in principle difficult to establish a physical link between
a principal component and its effect on the overall reconstruction accuracy when it is







































The aerosol optical models were implemented according to Levy et al. (2007). These
models are also used by the MODIS aerosol retrieval and were specifically designed to
fit observations for different locations on the globe. From the published optical proper-
ties, the urban, neutral, dust, continental, and absorbing types were implemented and
Mie calculations using the implementation provided by Wiscombe (1980) were used5
to compute phase functions, extinction, and single scattering albedo. Aerosol phase
functions at 774.5nm with respect to scattering angle and optical thickness are shown
in Fig. 5.
The approach of this study is to expand on the retrieval error analysis as presented
by Sanders and de Haan (2013) and to implement a real world retrieval scheme, where10
simulated measurements with realistic random errors are fitted using the fast forward
operator. This approach is suited to realistically discuss the difficulties which can arise
from multiple minima in the cost function, which can be caused by almost linearly de-
pendent partial derivatives of the forward operator.
The dependency of the partial derivative of the forward operator with respect to15
aerosol optical thickness and aerosol height is shown in Fig. 6 and for surface re-
flectance and aerosol optical thickness in Fig. 7. The partial derivatives were rescaled
with a specific decimal power and corresponding unit, such that both rescaled spectra
carry the unit radiance and are of comparable magnitude. By neglecting non-linearity,
one can interpret the scaling factors as the specific quantity for both compared param-20
eters, which causes a similar radiance change.
Figure 6 shows the partial derivatives with respect to aerosol height and aerosol op-
tical thickness, which rather strongly depend on the aerosol model and can be largely
described by almost linear sections with alternating signs of the slope. This behavior
could potentially lead to multiple minima in the least squares cost function. But, their25
differences could help to discriminate between aerosol types. Figure 7 shows that the
partial derivatives with respect to aerosol optical thickness and surface reflectivity are
strongly linearly correlated, with a strong dependency on aerosol type. This indicates







































A band alone. Crucial for the retrieval accuracy will be the proper discrimination of sur-
face reflectivity and aerosol optical depth. Both parameters are highly variable in space
and time on short scales, such that prior knowledge with sufficiently small uncertainty
will likely be unavailable.
4 Inversion scheme5
The fast forward operator was implemented in FORTRAN, parallelized using OpenMP,
and run on a standard desktop computer with 8GB of main memory and an Intel i7-
3770 CPU with 4 cores running at 3.2GHz. The linear interpolation was implemented in
FORTRAN such that the Jacobean of the interpolated function is computed analytically
without much computational overhead. Results for a simple benchmark are shown in10
Table 2. Each benchmark result is based on the computation of 50000 randomly se-
lected states. The benchmark shows that the run time of the forward operator is almost
independent from spectral resolution and sublinearly increases with increasing number
of principal components.
The Levenberg Marquardt optimization routine lmder from the MINIPACK project15
provided by Moré et al. (1984) was used to minimize the sum of least squares be-
tween simulated measurements and results of the fast forward operator. As discussed
in Sect. 3, no prior knowledge is assumed since for the crucial variables aerosol type,
aerosol height, aerosol optical thickness, and surface reflectance, prior knowledge will
likely not be available with sufficiently small error.20
The lmder routine is implemented for an unbounded problem. To ensure that the
search range stays within the bounds of the lookup table, the computed next itera-
tion step was modified such that the bounds of the lookup table can only be reached
asymptotically. The modification replaces the computed stepsize to half of the distance
between the actual position and the boundary. A certain minimum step size for aerosol25








































Scope of this paper is the simulation of general hyperspectral radiometers with arbi-
trary spectral resolution, spectral sampling, and signal to noise level. As generic noise
model, a random noise vector n was added to a forward operator simulation to produce
a synthetic measurement ym:5
ym = y +n(y), n(y) = r−1,1mean(y)/SNR, (4)
where r−1,1 is a vector with the dimension of the simulations which contains random
numbers between −1 and 1 and SNR is the prescribed signal to noise ratio. With
this definition, the synthetic SNR of a spectral fit is approximately the prescribed SNR
number.10
Although this is a very simple noise model, it is sufficiently close to a realistic noise
model (e.g. see Aiazzi et al., 2006) and avoids the problem of almost zero relative error
for small measurements when using pure multiplicative noise.
6 Synthetic retrieval results
The sensitivity study is based on a Monte Carlo approach. A number of 5000 retrievals15
with randomly selected state vectors is performed for a given setting of spectral res-
olution, spectral sampling, signal to noise ratio, prior aerosol type information, and
surface inhomogeneity. Surface inhomogeneity is modeled by applying the indepen-
dent column approach, where the mean value over Nα = 9 simulations using a range
of different surface reflectances is taken. The resulting set of prescribed state vectors20
and inversion results is then analyzed by means of scatter plots and mean values.
Two named cases are distinguished throughout the analysis, the best case and the
realistic case scenario. The best case scenario is characterized by a retrieval with







































the realistic case the aerosol type is a free inversion parameter and surface inhomo-
geneity is taken into account. The two cases can be used to study the effect of an
unknown aerosol type, which is believed to have only minor effects (compare Sanders
and de Haan, 2013), and also the effect of the finite spatial resolution of a hypothet-
ical sensor. In general, spectral resolution, spectral sampling, and spatial resolution5
are competing factors for an instrument with given external constraints. Increasing the
spectral resolution decreases the amount of energy within each channel, which can be
compensated with more sensitive detectors, longer integration time, or a larger footprint
on the surface of the Earth. The realistic case is therefore more realistic for hyperspec-
tral instruments such as TROPOMI or TANSO-FTS, where an instrument with lower10
spectral resolution such as FLEX offers much higher spatial resolution.
It is of great importance for the general applicability of the inversion results that
the scheme robustly finds the global minimum of the cost function. This is ensured
by a large number of random starting values and a comparison of the resulting syn-
thetic SNR value with the prescribed one. If the achieved residual is in the order of15
the prescribed noise, the inversion is successful and different schemes might only be
more efficient in the needed computational burden or memory use. Figure 8 shows
the mean inversion signal to noise ratio with respect to spectral resolution, prescribed
signal to noise ratio, and the best case and realistic case scenario. The results show
clearly that the inversion succeeds and is capable of finding a minimum in the cost20
function which can be completely explained by noise. This is also highlighted in Fig. 1,
where several simulated spectra, inversion results, and resulting residuals are shown
for three spectral resolutions. The general inversion residual is within the prescribed
noise, which indicates that an improvement above the results presented here is only
possible by introducing further measurements or additional prior knowledge. However,25
such an analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
As discussed above, the methodology of this study is purely Monte Carlo like and
an overview about results for the best case, realistic case, and spectral resolution is







































and surface inhomogeneity for constant signal to noise ratio, spectral resolution, and
spectral sampling. While the results for the aerosol height retrieval even slightly im-
prove, the retrieval of aerosol optical depth is affected by relaxing these constraints.
The aerosol height retrieval is almost unaffected, its bias is slightly reduced and the
slope is closer to one. The scatter for aerosol optical depth retrieval increases and the5
slope deviates more from one. In this respect, the aerosol height retrieval is more sta-
ble with respect to aerosol type and surface inhomogeneity than the retrieval of aerosol
optical depth. The bottom row of the figure shows the effect of decreasing the spectral
resolution and spectral sampling to 0.1nm. As for the case with higher spectral reso-
lution and sampling, the retrieval of aerosol height is more stable, while the retrieval of10
aerosol optical depth is more strongly affected.
The presented scatter plots can be seen as an best estimate for a real world valida-
tion of a retrieval scheme. Its success can be measured in terms of absolute accuracy,
but also relative to given user requirements, which in general strongly depend on a spe-
cific application. Aim of this paper is to be rather general and not to base the discussion15
on a certain user requirement and application. Hence, throughout this paper the abso-
lute retrieval accuracy is taken as measure.
Visible in all scatter plots are minor artifacts which are caused by the grid points of
the tabulated aerosol optical depth and aerosol height. The artifacts are horizontal lines
of increased occurrence for a parameter value which is a grid point in the lookup table20
(compare also with Table 1). A real world retrieval could simply avoid these artifacts
by using a finer grid in the lookup table, which would then better represent the nonlin-
ear response of the simulations with respect to these parameters. These artifacts are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10 to highlight the effects of a finite resolution in the lookup table,
but are excluded in the further analysis.25
Similar scatter plots, but for a prescribed signal to noise ratio of 250 are shown in
Fig. 10. The general distribution of scatter points is much wider than in Fig. 9, although
the regression lines are only slightly affected. It will depend on the desired application







































In contrast to other shown inversion results, each subfigure of Figs. 9 and 10 is based
on the inversion of 10000 randomly selected state vectors. Its computation on a stan-
dard PC with Intel i7-3770 CPU took approximately 30min (see also the benchmark
results in Sect. 4). Each inversion for a single spectrum was repeated 20 times with
randomly selected starting values to ensure convergence to the global minimum of the5
least squares cost function.
The discussed results provide evidence that the retrieval of aerosol height will de-
pend on instrumental parameters like spectral resolution, spectral sampling, and signal
to noise ratio, but also on the scene itself. This is included in the discussion by prescrib-
ing or removing the aerosol type information and introducing surface inhomogeneities.10
Results regarding this assumption are shown in Fig. 11, which compiles the inversion
success for surface pressure, aerosol optical thickness, and aerosol height. Inversion
success was defined as the mean absolute residual for the 90% best cases in rescaled
units as they were used in Figs. 9 and 10. Zero indicates a perfect mean inversion while
one indicates that the mean residual is in the order of the maximum of the range of the15
retrieved quantity. Surface pressure is shown merely as reference, its retrieval success
depends almost only on signal to noise error and decreases only slightly with increas-
ing spectral resolution.
The results for aerosol optical depth and aerosol height behave quite differently.
While being sensitive to spectral resolution, the inversion success strongly depends20
on the signal to noise level. The strongest increase for aerosol optical thickness can
be seen when decreasing the spectral resolution from 1nm to 0.1nm. From that on,
only minor improvements in the retrieval can be achieved by increasing the spectral
resolution of the instrument. Again, it will depend on user requirements whether a pos-
sibly small gain in retrieval accuracy from increasing the spectral resolution is feasible.25
Similar, but weaker behavior can be seen for the retrieval of aerosol height. Depend-
ing on the signal to noise level, the retrieval of aerosol height could become worse for
increased spectral resolution. It should be noted, that these results describe the inver-







































increasing the spectral resolution, one automatically increases the dynamic range of
the signal since the fine oxygen absorption lines become better and better resolved.
While these features carry information about the aerosol height, they are strongly af-
fected by noise, which can lead to a decrease in retrieval accuracy. For a real instru-
ment, increasing the spectral resolution will affect the signal to noise level or other5
parameters such as spatial resolution.
For the shown results, the realistic case background information parameters were
used. Figure 12 shows the behavior of the aerosol type and aerosol height with re-
spect to spectral resolution, aerosol type information, and surface inhomogeneity. All
combinations of known/unknown aerosol type and homogeneous/inhomogeneous sur-10
face are shown. The overall effect is minor and is more pronounced for the aerosol
optical thickness. A conclusion is, that the retrieval of aerosol height is robust against
variations in aerosol type and surface homogeneity. This conclusion is valid for the total
physical space which has been discussed here. It could be exploited in much more de-
tail, e.g. by analyzing it with respect to specific aerosol optical parameters and surface15
conditions, but is left as subject for future research.
Although beyond the scope of this paper and likely of any aerosol retrieval based
purely on the oxygen A band, the presented scheme allows to investigate to what ex-
tent possible aerosol type information can be retrieved. Results of such an analysis
are shown in Fig. 13, which shows the fraction of correctly retrieved aerosol type with20
respect to spectral resolution, prescribed signal to noise ratio, and surface inhomo-
geneity. In general, the fraction of correctly retrieved aerosol type is increasing with
increasing spectral resolution and is decreasing with increasing signal to noise ratio
and increasing surface inhomogeneity. Although far from being the best approach of
retrieving the aerosol type, hyperspectral radiance measurements in the oxygen A band25








































A fast forward operator for the simulation of hyperspectral radiances in the oxygen
A band was described, benchmarked on a standard computer, and applied for a sensi-
tivity study concerning the retrieval of aerosol optical depth and aerosol height. Study
parameters were spectral resolution, spectral sampling, signal to noise ratio, aerosol5
type information, and surface inhomogeneity. The study showed that the retrieval gen-
erally benefits from higher spectral resolution, with the strongest increase in retrieval
accuracy above a spectral resolution of 0.1nm. Signal to noise ratio strongly affects the
retrieval and is a key parameter when designing an instrument and a retrieval scheme.
The retrieval of aerosol height seems to be robust even when aerosol type information10
is missing and when surface inhomogeneity is introduced. These conclusions hold for
the retrieval of a single aerosol layer when a single aerosol layer is present. More com-
plex vertical profiles should be subject to future research. Evidence was found that the
oxygen A band contains valuable information about the aerosol type, which could be
used in an aerosol retrieval which utilizes additional spectral bands. The dependency15
with respect to the temperature profile was not discussed here and might be subject to
future research.
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Table 1. Parameter grid of the lookup table. The table contains 4 ·5 ·3 ·5 ·2 ·2 ·13 ·8 ·20 = 2496000
states and corresponding spectra.
surface pressure ρ nρ = 4 ρ = 800 hPa, 950 hPa, 1013 hPa, 1050 hPa
aerosol optical thickness nτ = 5 τ = 0.0,0.3,0.6,0.9,1.2
aerosol center height nh = 3 h = 500m,2500m,4500m
aerosol type nt = 5 t = 1,2,3,4,5 (dust, urban, continental, neutral, absorbing)
surface reflectance at 755nm nα1 = 2 α1 = 0.1,0.7
surface reflectance at 780nm nα2 = 2 α2 = 0.1,0.7
viewing zenith angle µ nµ = 13 µ = 0.00, 7.44, 13.63, 19.76, 25.88, 31.99, 38.10, 44.21, 50.32,
56.42, 62.53, 68.63, 74.74 in ◦
solar zenith angle µS nµS = 8 µS = 0.00, 7.44, 13.63, 19.76, 25.88, 31.99, 38.10, 44.21 in
◦
relative azimuth angle φ nφ = 20 φ = 0.00, 9.47, 18.95, 28.42, 37.89, 47.37, 56.84, 66.32, 75.79,
85.26, 94.74, 104.21, 113.68, 123.16, 132.63, 142.11, 151.58,







































Table 2. Benchmark results of the fast forward operator on an Intel i7-3770 with respect to the
number of used principal components nP , spectral resolution SR, spectral sampling SS, and for
the pure interpolation result y and the interpolations result and corresponding Jacobean y,∇y.
Spectral resolution and spectral sampling were chosen to be the same per run and carry the
unit of nm. The unit for the benchmark results is spectras−1. Eight threads were used for the
multithread run.
single thread multi thread
SR=SS nP y y,∇y y y,∇y
0.1 5 5780 1580 26694 7213
0.01 5 5777 1574 26734 7221
0.001 5 5768 1581 26694 7222
0.1 15 4129 845 20100 4072
0.01 15 4125 845 19997 4089
0.001 15 4120 844 20141 4105
0.1 30 3020 500 14213 2325
0.01 30 2974 497 13862 2343










































































Fig. 1. Random selection of synthetic spectra and inversion results for spectral resolution and
sampling of 0.01nm, 0.1nm, and 0.4nm. The synthetic signal to noise ratio was set to 100 (see

























































































Fig. 2. The first six principal components of the principal component matrix PnP . The spectra







































































































































































































































































Fig. 4. Histograms of the synthetic SNR for selected values of nP . Note that the abscissa is in




































































































Fig. 6. Several scatter plots of the partial derivative of the fast forward operator with respect to
aerosol height and aerosol optical thickness. Both partial derivatives were scaled with a specific
decimal power with appropriate unit, such that the unit of the resulting quantity is radiance and
that both spectra have similar magnitude. Shown in the top left of each panel is the base
aerosol optical thickness and aerosol height. Different colors indicate results for the different
aerosol types. From the left to right panel, the aerosol height is kept constant and the aerosol
optical thickness increases, while from top to bottom panel the aerosol height is changing. The
baseline parameters are, solar angle µS = 10
◦, viewing angle µ = 20◦, relative azimuth angle







































Fig. 7. Similar setup as shown in Fig. 7, but the partial derivatives with respect to surface





































































































































Fig. 8. Mean synthetic signal to noise level from inversion attempts vs. spectral resolution for
three prescribed SNR levels. Blue lines indicate the best case setup, whereas results for the
realistic case are shown using red color. Spectral sampling is equal to the spectral resolution.
The best case is characterized by a homogeneous surface and known aerosol model, where














































































































































Fig. 9. Overview about inversion runs for various scenarios. Each figure is a combined scatter
plot of a retrieved and prescribed parameter for 10000 randomly selected cases. A scenario
is defined by signal to noise level, spectral width, spectral sampling, number of surface re-
flectances, and aerosol type background information. These background settings are shown
in the top left of each figure. Also in the top left shown are line parameters for a linear fit per
parameter and the true parameter interval is shown in the bottom right. Shown are retrieval
results for the aerosol optical thickness (red), aerosol height (green), and aerosol type (blue).
The left column shows results for the the best case (aerosol type information known, homoge-
neous surface with Nα = 1) and the right column for the realistic case (unknown aerosol type,
inhomogeneous surface with Nα = 9) scenario. From top to bottom the spectral resolution (SR)
and sampling (SS) is decreased from 0.01nm (top) to 0.1nm (bottom). The color scale follows



































































































































































































































































































Fig. 11. Inversion success of surface pressure (cyan), aerosol optical depth (red), and aerosol
height (green) with respect to spectral resolution and prescribed signal to noise ratio (dashed,
solid, dot dashed). Shown is the mean absolute residual of the 90% best inversion results
in rescaled units (compare with Figs. 9 and 10). Spectral sampling for each point is equal to























































































































































Fig. 12. Similar as Fig. 11 but only for aerosol optical thickness and aerosol height, but with
respect to aerosol type information and surface inhomogeneity. Shown are the best case and
the realistic case scenario and also the free type scenario where the aerosol type is unknown
to the retrieval but the surface is homogeneous and also the surface mixing scenario where the






































































































































e NΑ=1 NΑ=4 NΑ=9
SNR=500
SNR=1000
Fig. 13. Fraction of correctly retrieved aerosol type with respect to spectral resolution, pre-
scribed signal to noise ratio (solid/dashed lines), and surface inhomogeneity (red, blue, green
color).
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